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Abstract
This report analyzes five popular Php Content management systems with the aim of discovering which is the most
efficient in terms of creating and maintaining websites and their content. Content management systems are gaining an
ever increasing role regarding website creation, and so discovering the most efficient system is a very important task
to undertake. The systems analyzed are WordPress, Drupal, Joomla, CMSmadesimple and Silverstripe. Each system
is tested in twelve key areas, considered to be of high importance in the web development field. These areas include;
installation, graphical user interface, mobile friendliness, accessibility, search engine optimization, security,
customization, system extensions, amount of programming knowledge required, performance and speed, W3C
guideline compliance, and Support. The data obtained was gained from archives, articles, books, published reports
and the author’s own extensive research, making use of readily available online validators and checkers. This report
attempts to challenge the idea that the most popular content management systems are the most efficient, and indeed
succeeds in proving this point. By combining results from the twelve criteria areas, it was possible to prove that the
least popular system, Silverstripe, was actually the most efficient system. This point was slightly contradicted by the
performance of the most popular system though, Wordpress, finishing narrowly second in front of CMSMadeSimple.
with the second and third most popular systems, Drupal and Joomla, finishing fourth and fifth respectively.
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Introduction
It seems that nowadays people could not survive without the internet. Nearly everything we do now
seems to use the internet in some way. Be it shopping, booking a holiday, keeping in touch with friends and
family, or even finding a life partner. These are all things that more and more of us are choosing to do over
the internet from the comfort of our own homes. The creation of websites is therefore obviously a very
important area to investigate.
The World Wide Web started from humble beginnings. The very first website, built by Tim BernersLee in 1991, the man credited with inventing the World Wide Web, was a simple combination of hyperlinks
(the clickable links we see all around the web today) and the separate information that each hyperlink linked
to, all sitting on a server and linking to a database in the way we see today (Wikipedia, 2011) The site was
built using the very first instance of HTML, which was based on SGML, a standardized method for
separating text into structured layouts, including paragraphs, titles and lists.
In 1992, HTML+ was introduced, a richer version that gave the end user more control over the
information they were viewing.
HTML2,3,4, and then XHTML followed, each offering more functionality than the earlier version,
including customized tags (the ability to name div tags for example) support for image, and increasing
flexibility in regards to the look and design of a website.
Around 1994 it soon became apparent that the ability to simply share documents over the world wide
web was not enough. More functionality was needed, users wanted to be able to “do more” on the web. This
resulted in the invention of many “scripting languages” that enabled web pages to display “dynamic content”
(content that enables interaction, a game, login etc)

One of the most popular languages was, and still is PHP. Its possibilities were seamlessly endless. Its
continued enhancement eventually led to the non technology savvy users being able to add content and
images to websites, without any knowledge of coding. This eventually, and perhaps inevitably, led to the
creation of Content Management Systems. A ‘software’ that non-technical people could simply download
and install on a private server that enabled them to create a fully flexible website by using an administration
tool.
Here, five of the most popular PHP Content Management Systems will be used to try and determine
which system is the most efficient and best to use. These five systems will be tested in twelve areas
considered to be of high importance in the web development field, with the use of a ten point scoring system
used to clearly identify the strongest, and indeed the weakest systems in these respective areas. The
method used will be explained a little later in this report, but the main aim of this approach is to discover
which content management systems are the most effective, whilst hoping to disprove the common theory
that the most popular systems are also the most efficient.

Aims
Aim 1: Academic Question – Content Management Systems – Which is the most effective?
Aim 2: Disprove or prove the theory that the most popular content management systems are the most
effective.

Objectives
1) Carry out a research and review exercise on Content Management Systems
2) Produce a plan of a website that will be used to test the vulnerabilities and strengths of a number of
Content Management Systems.
3) Implement a prototype design for each chosen Content Management System.
4) Test each system, grading performance on a ten point scale.
5) Evaluate the process of creating the website using each system, and standard coding methods.

Discuss which is best.

Literature Review
It is firstly necessary to provide some primary research to discover what work has already been done
in this area including the underlying technologies and methodologies involved in creating Content
Management Systems, how valid the sources are, and how they may help this project.
The area of content management systems with regard to web development is by no means a new
technology. The field truly began in 1996, with the introduction of the system StoryBuilder, by Vignette

(Doyle, 2004) Whilst the system is now considered completely native in comparison to the systems of today,
it was Vignettes methodologies that really enabled the field of content management systems take off.
Choose the right CMS for your site is an article written for .Net magazine by Ryan Taylor. .Net magazine is a
well reputed magazine aimed at web developers and designers, and has thousands of subscribers
worldwide. Ryan Taylor is web designer and developer who is also running his own business. The well
respected reputation of the magazine alone tells us that the information contained within the report can be
considered as extremely valid and relevant to this project.
The article itself was published in April 2011 and is by far the most up to date resource for this entire project.
This source can therefore be considered to be completely relevant to the field, and indeed this project at the
time of writing.
The article gives a brief description of fifteen different content management systems, including Wordpress,
Drupal, Joomla and Silverstripe (all of which will be analyzed in this project) and discusses the features that
each system offers. Whilst the article provides no real comparison between the different systems, it does
outline the features of each that make it a good system. This is a very useful resource for the author to make
further justification of the systems chose.
Ryan also makes a bold statement, in claiming that there is no one content management system that is
capable of fitting all website needs. This is a sentiment that the author shares, and one that will build a lot of
foundations for the opinions expressed in this project. The author will attempt to build upon this opinion, and
hopefully even attempt to disprove it.
The report gives no clear references, an unsurprising fact due to the fact that the article is solely based upon
Ryan’s own opinions.

WordPress vs Joomla vs Drupal CMS: Pros and Cons of Wordpress, Joomla, Drupal and Comentum CMS is
an online report written by Bernard Kohan. Bernard is a web application development and technology
analyst expert and is also a co- founder of Comentum, a software development company. The company’s
main product to date is ‘CashCowCart’, a re-useable shopping cart that offers features such as a built in
CMS of its own. CashCowCart currently has over 2,000 online customers, some achievement in a PayPal
dominated field. The company also has their own content management system, which is included in the
comparison. From this success, it can be assumed that Bernard has the necessary knowledge required to
evaluate Content Management Systems, and that his views can be treated as highly valid and relevant for
this project.
The article in question was produced and published on the internet (to Commentum’s own website) in
August 2010 and is the most up to date article of its type available at the time of writing. From this we are
able to assume with great confidence that the content is relevant to the field today.

The report provides a somewhat brief evaluation of Wordpress, Drupal and Joomla, along with an evaluation
of their own CMS. A short summary of each system is given, followed by the pros and cons of each. Areas
investigated include; costing, ease of install, customization, security and support. All are areas the author
intends to investigate and so the article will obviously provide a good reference point when he comes to do
so.
It should be noted though, that the purpose of Commentum’s website (primarily) is to promote their products.
So even if Bernard has the view that, for example his own system isn’t quite as good as Wordpress, he is
very unlikely to express this in the article. This can be demonstrated by the fact that the Commentum
system is given substantially more pros and less con’s than the other systems mentioned in the article. One
of the con’s being that Commentum CMS has a cost, and the others do not! This differs from Ryan’s report.
Ryan is a developer who is genuinely trying to make information available on contrasting content
management systems, whereas Bernard will have (without necessarily consciously knowing about it) a
biased view towards his product. However, the author is not testing Commentum’s content management
system, and so Bernard’s comparison of Joomla, Drupal and Wordpress (whilst discounting any references
to Commentum’s system) will be a useful one to refer to.
A telephone number for contacting Bernard is given along with general company contact details. The article
gives no listed sources, so it can be assumed that the information contained in the report is all his own and
unique. The report does state that:
“Research for this article was completed August 1, 2010; pricing and other information may change”
It can be assumed that the research was carried out by Bernard himself, installing and testing the systems
on his own server, a practice I will be carrying out myself. There are many comparisons between this report
and the report I will be producing, with the main difference being I will be coming from an unbiased
viewpoint, and discussing the systems in much greater detail.

Creating Content Management Systems in Java is a book written by Arron Ferguson. Arron is a senior
lecturer at the British Columbia Institute of Technology in the United States. Arron has a B.Tech.(hons,),
Dipl.T and has 15 years of experience with all of the major coding languages including Php. Other
publications include his professional blog, and articles written on behalf of IBM. Experience and
qualifications of this level provide the books content with great validity.
The resource in question was published in August 2006, perhaps a little longer ago than would be ideal.
However, as is the case with Susan’s article, I intend to use this source for background information only, so
this source can still be considered relevant to the field for the current day, and in the years to come.
As the title suggests, the book is solely concentrated on Content Management Systems in the Java
language, not Php. However, the author is mainly interested in what Arron considers to be the main
elements that make up a CMS and which are most important in his opinion. Arron describes nine main

features that a good CMS should offer. He describes the two most important elements that should make up
a system:

“The ability to search for information is one of the most important features of a CMS, being only second to
publishing content” (Ferguson, 2006, p54)
He also talks in greater detail about the search functionalities a CMS should offer, including the ability to
allow a user to search certain categories, sub categories, images and so on. This is something that had not
been considered, and something that will be interesting to consider when carrying out the evaluation of the 5
systems.
The book gives no direct contact details for Arron although his telephone number and email address are
given on the BCIT website. The resource gives no references, so it can be assumed that all of the
information can be considered unique to this book.
So far the research has focused on the technical side of Content Management Systems, but what do the
non-tech savvy users (people using not creating, implementing and using the systems) think?
The 2008 Open Source CMS Market Share Report is an online report produced by Ric Shreeves of Water &
Stone. Water & Stone are a Digital Media Agency who specialize in web design, print design and marketing.
The company likes to think of itself as having a very good reputation in the industry. At the end of the report
they state:
“As an indication of their expertise, many of the firm's clients are other web development and design studios
located in Australia, the UK, North America and Europe.” (Water & Stone, 2008, p50)
It is hard to be entirely certain that the authors have reputable backgrounds. Although this quotation does
provide the author with some confidence that they are fully qualified to comment on the subject. This differs
immensely from the three other sources so far in that we do not have definite background proof of the
author’s qualifications. It is similar to the Commentum report though, in that we trust the validity of the report,
based on the company’s success alone. Ric himself claims to have written a book about the Mambo CMS
and two more, relating to Joomla themes, providing further validity for the author.
The report itself was produced in the form of a pdf document and published on the internet in 2008, and so
can still be considered relevant to this project. Unlike the other three sources, the report focuses on Content
Management Systems from a business, rather than a technical point of view. It tries to define the best
Content Management systems based on things such as how they perform in search engine searches, rate of
adoption and number of installations, amongst others. The report focuses on 19 Content Management
Systems, including four of the five the author will be using in this project. In short, the report tests “which is
the best Content Management System” based on popularity, rather than its technical capabilities.
Whilst this is not the approach the author will be taking, it is relevant to note which systems are considered
market leaders, and discuss whether they are worthy of these titles based on their actual technical

capabilities. The report also investigates things such as “books available”. Whilst the assumption that this
means one system is better than another because they have more books devoted to them seems rather
trivial, the stats themselves will help the author to investigate the “support available” element of the
investigation. The same is true for the SEO section, with the information gained being able to either help
prove or disprove this articles conclusions.
The report cites a number of references, many of which are Google. All sources used are referenced. It can
thus be further assumed that the information contained in the document is weighted with extreme validity,
and therefore provides the report with a great deal of relevance for this project. The company contact details,
along with Ric Shreeves own contact details are included at the end of the report.

How to evaluate what CMS to use is an online report produced by Joel Reyes. The article was published in
2009 onto the sixrevisions website. The website is one dedicated to providing useful information and
tutorials to web developers and designers. Differently to the report produced by Water & Stone, the report
suggests that content management systems should be tested on areas of functionality, rather than their
market success. This is an approach the author will also be using, and so this source is a very valuable one
that will enable the author to have a clear starting point regarding the areas of functionality each system will
be tested against.
Joel outlines eight key areas users should consider before picking a website. These include; ease of use,
ease of customization, extendibility, no need for programming knowledge, performance and speed
optimization, security, support and following web standards and practices. All of these areas are backed up
by the work of Arron, and so provide further clarity to the author regarding the decision of which testing
areas to use.

A short summary of the above literature review task would be that there is a very limited amount of
information currently available regarding an in depth comparison of content management systems. Those
that are available are based upon opinions that are stated as facts, but are not backed up with any clear
evidence or data. This report will aim to fill this gap in available resources, providing future researchers with
a valuable source, with opinions and facts backed up by an extensive amount of data.

What Makes A Good CMS?
In order to fully test and evaluate each Content Management System, it is firstly essential to note the
features that the author feels make a good one. Of course, the opinions on this will be varied among
developers and indeed users, as each individual or business has different needs. An individual may want a
simple blog style site that they can simply post onto, whereas a large web development company,
responsible for setting up and maintaining a multi-user application with many different levels or privileges,
would require a much more advanced system.

The author feels that a truly successful Content Management System would cover all bases. In that,
every possible need is catered for, within reason. It is sometimes more helpful for an organization to have a
custom system created that is tailored to their direct needs, as every organization is different. This report
though, will focus on the standard elements that build up five popular open source Content Management
Systems, and evaluate their performance. Below, the areas that the author considers to be of high
importance when checking the quality of a CMS will be outlined.

Installation
A good CMS will be easy to install, and should involve little to no coding. Ideally, the system should
provide a fast install, which is ready to use once installed. Even better, a good CMS will take up as little
amount of space as possible. Many sites are limited in the amount of hosting space their hosting companies
provide them with, and so it is important that a CMS be as small as possible, whilst remaining secure.

GUI – Graphical User Interface – Usability
The interface or “menu” that controls the system is essentially a series of buttons or links to different
admin sections of the system. This interface should be as aesthetically pleasing as possible, with a clear
structure. A good interface will essentially make performing tasks easier and quicker, particularly for the non
technology savvy. Whilst an easily useable GUI will help productivity for developers, a poor one might make
the system un-useable for the end user with no technological knowledge. James Robertson, a well
respected authority on Content Management systems, suggested the following guidelines for CMS usability:
“Loosely, usability can be equated with “ease of use”. Beyond this, usability also includes; how quickly
and easily a system can be learned; how efficient it is for regular users; whether users will remember how to
use the system after a break; how user errors are managed (and ideally prevented)” (Robertson, 2003)

Mobile Friendliness
The amount of smart phones now in circulation is currently expanding at an alarming rate. In 2009 alone,
the market saw a 24% rise in sales (Schonfeld, 2010) This ties hand in hand with the amount of users that
now access the web via the use of their handheld mobile phones. The number of users accessing the web
on their smart phones was an average of 67 million unique users per month in 2010 in the US alone (Kats,
2010) A website that is mobile friendly is therefore becoming more and more important for good website
development. A website that can be considered mobile compatible will generally enable enhanced scalability
measures (making text and buttons larger and more readable)

Accessibility
WCAG 2.0 (Web Content Accessibility Guidelines 2.0) is a set of guidelines set up by the WC corporation
in order to ensure that a website does the following:
“
•

Perceivable - Provide text alternatives for non-text content. Provide captions and other alternatives
for multimedia. Create content that can be presented in different ways, including by assistive
technologies, without losing meaning. Make it easier for users to see and hear content.

•

Operable - Make all functionality available from a keyboard. Give users enough time to read and
use content. Do not use content that causes seizures. Help users navigate and find content.

•

Understandable - Make text readable and understandable. Make content appear and operate in
predictable ways. Help users avoid and correct mistakes.

•

Robust - Maximize compatibility with current and future user tools. “ (WC, 2011)

To summarise, accessibility of a website refers to the ability for it to be accessed and understood by
every possible visitor that may come across it, with particular reference to those with visual and hearing
difficulties. It includes such HCI issue areas as colour contrasts and text size. A website that does not
present itself in such a way is therefore alienating some of its potential market, and therefore it is very
important that each of the five systems are accessible as possible.

SEO – Search Engine Optimization
Google and other search engines such as Bing and Yahoo have completely changed the way we use the
web, with most users now using a search engine as their starting point for an online task, rather than directly
navigating to a specific website.
Google alone carried out over 87 billion searches in the year 2009 (Tech Crunch, 2010) Search engine
optimization is therefore a very important part of website development, with thousands of companies now
offering it as a service, and companies are now spending thousands of pounds on research into the area on
an annual basis.
It can be argued that there is no point providing a superbly designed, fully functional website if there are
no users able to find it. In relation to content management systems, a good system in terms of SEO is one
that automatically applies the correct META data, titles and content to fully optimize its search performance.
It can be said that within such systems it is possible for users to have a negative effect on SEO by supplying
duplicate titles for pages for example. However, the systems can still be held accountable for any such
scenarios though, as truly efficient systems will not allow such user mistakes to occur.

Security
First and foremost you must ensure that the CMS is a reliable one, with its own secure system in place
on its servers. A good system should enable you to assign a different username and password to each user,
and thus track the privilege rights for each user, and adjust them accordingly (Reyes, 2009) A good system
too, will be able to block attacks, similar to the way that a firewall works.

Customization
Users and developers now not only want to be able to update the content of a site without interacting with
any code, but to be able to alter its appearance also. An average CMS will offer hundreds of templates to
choose from, a minimum requirement for Content Management Systems. If the system only offers template
choices for the look of your website though, it will look like everyone else’s who applies that system to their
website. Therefore, a truly well designed system will offer fully customizable designs without restrictions, all
accessible from the GUI.

Plug-ins/extensions/modules
The terminology varies from system to system, but the most recognised term is a plug-in. The three
essentially mean the same thing, an additional feature enabled by altering the default configuration of the
system, by the means of a simple installation. A good CMS will offer a huge range of plug-ins to cover any
additional features the site may require. Examples might include a calendar, contact form or e-commerce.

Limited / No programming knowledge required
This section again concerns both the developer and the end user. It is likely that the end user of the
system will have no programming knowledge. A CMS is essentially built to make the process of creating
websites easier, negating the need for coding once the system is in place. A good CMS will offer both a
WYSIWYG (What You See Is What You Get) editor, and the ability to edit file types within the system,
without having to use an external file editor (Reyes, 2009) This is beneficial in that simple tasks can be
performed by the non tech savvy, and the more advanced tasks, that do require the need for some
programming, can all be carried out within the system interface, keeping everything together.

Performance and Speed
Whilst this is mainly controlled by the host a website is running on. A good CMS can help improve
performance, by the use of caching database objects, feeds and CSS files, whilst a poor, bulky CMS, will
cause increased load times, and cause overall poor performance (Reyes, 2009)

Follows W3C Guidelines
All good CMS’ will follow coding guidelines set out by W3C.org. Using systems that follow these
guidelines will help you ensure that the site is cross browser compatible, coded correctly and can be easily
maintained.

Support
It can be very frustrating when you are trying to figure out how to do something, and the information in
the manual doesn’t exist, or that a manual isn’t even provided. The best CMS’ will supply you with an
extensive user guide. Also, the more popular a system, the more helpful information you will be able to find
in books, and online on blogs, forums and the like.

Which systems are tested?
As previously explained in this report, the author wants to focus the research on five of the most popular php
based Content Management Systems. These systems will be: Wordpress; Drupal; Joomla; CMSmadesimple
and Silverstripe.

Why These Five?
One of the major aims of this report is to test the common theories that the most popular systems are the
best. Using the previously mentioned report produced by Water & Stone, this report will use the three
systems with the highest market share, WordPress, Joomla and Drupal, one lower down the list that is
considered to be being slowly pushed out of the market but one that performed well in certain areas such as
popularity, CMSMadeSimple, and one that wasn’t mentioned at all, SilverStripe.

A brief description of each system will be given below, with the aim of justifying each chosen system:
•

Wordpress – The most popular publishing platform (Taylor, 2011) It has had some criticism though,
namely that a good level of PHP programming knowledge is needed to make full use of the systems
features. The tests below will aim to test these theories, and see if its position as market leader is
justified.

•

Joomla – Another very popular system, with a large international community (Taylor, 2011) A criticism
of the system has been that it is lacking direction though, and losing ground on its competitors. This
report will aim to test this theory.

•

Drupal – One of the most popular content management systems alongside Joomla and Wordpress. It
is considered the most flexible of the three, with a vast amount of plug-ins that is ever growing. It is
considered a developers content management system (Taylor, 2011), so its ability to cater for the
non-tech savvy as well will be tested in this report.

•

CMSmadesimple – The company website informs the reader that the system is aimed at providing
corporate solutions, whilst being able to cater for smaller, static websites. Water & Stones research
suggests a decline in popularity of the system lately, and this report will hopefully either prove or
disprove this theory.

•

Silverstripe – A lesser known system, but one that has won awards. The system takes more of a
desktop application like feel (Taylor, 2011), and so should be more familiar to general users. It has
some distinctive features, such as the ability to view site statistics, but has been criticised for its
apparent confusing methods, particularly concerning the level of technical knowledge needed to
extend the system.

The above descriptions are all supported by the research of Ryan Taylor, who is a reputed writer for .Net
magazine. .Net magazine is the world’s best selling magazine for web developing and designing topics, and
has thousands of subscribers worldwide.
Each of these systems will be tested in great detail within the twelve areas outlined above. Here the author
will explain exactly how.

How the areas will be tested
Installation
This will involve a brand new install into a new folder on a hosting server for each system. Space consumed
on the server and time taken to install will both be recorded, compared and analyzed. Larger space taken in
regard to any additional features will also be noted, and taken into account regarding any negative scoring.
The installation process will then be described in great detail, and discussed in terms of time-scale and
simplicity.

GUI – Graphical User Interface - Usability

This section is straight-forward to test. The author will attempt to navigate himself around the system,
making some very basic changes including creating new pages, creating new content, and replacing
images. The time taken to perform each task will be recorded, and the ease of each task will be discussed
too. To back up this research, five other people will be asked to test the above tasks, and provide a score
out of ten based on their relative ease and any problems encountered. The reason a number as low as five
has been chosen is based upon the research of Jakob Nielsen. He suggested that once your website has
been tested by 5 users, carrying out anymore user testing stops being useful and insightful, and he argues
your results will begin to duplicate (Nielsen, 2000) He continues to argue that it is better to have 5 users test
for problems, fix these problems, and then test again. As this section is testing the pre-installed admin area
of each system though, only one round of tests is necessary, as the results will remain constant. In order to
give fair results that cover all types of technical competence, the five testers will include one person from
each of the following categories:
•

A user who has no knowledge or experience of working with computers.

•

A user with some yet limited computer experience.

•

A user with a lot of computer experience, but only at the user end.

•

A user who is considered a website programmer. This role will be undertook by the author of this
report.

•

A user with experience of using a variety of different content management systems.

Mobile Friendliness
This area will be tested using an open source mobile website checker. This will be one supplied by
mobiReady, which tests industry best practices and standards (mobiReady, 2011), and also includes tests
that are carried out by W3C schools own mobile website checker. The test includes an emulator that
reflects what the site will look like on a variety of different mobile phone devices, and includes tests like
checking for no frames (frames are notoriously difficult to use on a mobile phone) and the support for such
features as image resizing, caching, style sheet dependence and automated device detection and
redirection. The tool scores a website out of 5, with 1 being a website that will display very poorly on a
mobile device, and 5 being one that will display perfectly.

Accessibility
A W3C recommended accessibility checker will be used to test the accessibility of the five systems. The tool
to be used is a simple accessibility checker published by ETRE and checks a websites levels of accessibility
based upon the common set of guidelines outlined by the WAI (Web Accessibility Initiative) which was set up
by W3C (etre, 2011) It tests all areas of accessibility, including how font sizes are managed. The tool
provides guidelines in 3 areas:
•

Areas that MUST be fixed

•

Areas that should be fixed

•

Areas that are advised to be fixed to maximize accessibility.

Systems that gain results of zero in all three of these areas will score highly. Systems that receive any
results in the must be fixed section will see their scores dramatically reduced in this area.

Security
New users will be created with different levels of permissions. The author will then attempt to perform
tasks based on the privileges of each user, including tasks they should and shouldn’t be able to perform.
Results gathered will be based upon whether the set permissions work as they should. The author will also
attempt to navigate to pages that do no exist, and see how the systems deal with 404 errors (errors where
the page does not exist). The systems that deal with these errors in-house, with customizable error
messages will score highly in this area. Some would argue that the above two areas have no real impact on
security. However, as a site owner you would not want a user with author privileges to be able to edit the
structure of the system, deleting users or templates for example. Furthermore, the author believes that
systems that do not deal with 404 errors in-house, open up the back door for security treats to access the
system. The Firefox add-on SQL inject me will then be used. This add-on tests websites SQL injection
vulnerabilities to analyze how secure its data is. A high performing system in this area can therefore
consider itself a very secure system.

SEO – Search Engine Optimization
In order to test the main elements that are used by search engine spiders (the engines that “crawl” the web
for new items and add them to the database when discovered) like META tags, titles and headers, this
section will be tested using a SEO analyzer produced by Ibeaminc. The tool analyses all of these areas, as
well as items like inbound link analysis (Ibeaminc, 2011) The tool gives each website a percentage score out
of one hundred, with the higher the percentage, the higher the score. A high scoring system in this area can
therefore consider itself a very successful one in regard to SEO.

Customization
In each system the author will be using one of the system templates. The author will then attempt to
make some minor changes to the design and layout. This will include changing link colours, adding and
changing images, and adding new pages. Time taken, tools offered and the ability to preview will all be
discussed. It had originally been planned to design a unique looking website, and attempt to replicate this
design in each system. It has become clear to the author that this is impossible to do without any extensive
coding though. Carrying out this original idea would therefore be testing the author’s own coding expertise,
rather than the customization capabilities of each system.

Plug-ins/extensions/modules
The site plan will be written in such a way that a standard CMS’ configuration will not be able to provide
it. An updatable calendar and a custom contact form will be required. The availability of these plug-ins, and
the ease of implementation will be analyzed and discussed,

Limited / No programming knowledge required
For the basic HTML and CSS structure of the website, no code will be written. This will be done entirely
within the CMS. If the author has to write any code himself, this will cause the systems rating in this area to

be low, and if the author does not have to write any code, the system will score highly. The second phase of
this will involve editing the CSS of one single page, keeping the other pages styling the same as before, and
then changing the site as a whole. The ability to edit the style-sheet “in-house” will be positively
acknowledged, as will the ability to change individual pages and the site as a whole. This section will
obviously tie in with the customization section to some extent.

Performance and Speed
For this section we will be using a tool called Yslow, which is an add-on for firebug, a code bug detection tool
for the Mozilla Firefox web browser. This tool will enable the author to accurately test how long each page
takes to load, and how long different functionalities such as a simple search take to perform. Bearing in mind
that the website created is intended to be exactly the same, but created in different systems, this tool will
enable the author to find accurate results regarding load-times, and provide a fully valid system comparison
concerning this performance and speed. These tests will be carried out over a period of one week, to ensure
fully accurate results. One system may perform best on one particular day, but worst on the other six, for
example, depending on the usage of their servers at any given point.

Follows W3C Guidelines
A simple area to test, the URL of each respective page, in each respective system will be run through W3C’s
validation system for HTML and CSS. It is fully expected that each page will validate. If it doesn’t, the system
will score lowly. Systems that fully validate without any errors or warnings will score very highly.

Support
This will primarily involve a Google keyword search for the name of each system. The number of returned
results will be recorded. Building upon this, a “system name.......forum” keyword search will be performed.
The number of available online communities entirely devoted to each system will be recorded. Following on
from this, a test of the number of messages posted on each forum so far this year (2011) will be recorded.
This will provide fully accurate results in the forum area. One system may have twenty forums for example,
but ten of them may only have a limited number of contributors. This Google search method builds on the
work of Joel Reyes, who suggested the following:
“…..a quick Google search will tell you how popular and well-documented a content management system
is.”(Reyes, 2009)
Finally, the author will briefly read through each system’s user-guide, presuming one is supplied, and the
detail and usefulness of each will be researched and analyzed.

Results – How will these be calculated?
Each system will be given a score out of ten in each respective area based upon a discussion of the
findings, with ten being extremely impressive and naught considered a failure. Finally, these results will be
consolidated to discover which is the best performing system overall.

Installation
WordPress
WordPress prides itself upon its 5 minute installation. Here the author will test this claim, and describe the
process of a WordPress install.
From the system website, the latest version of WordPress can be downloaded in zip format.
Once downloaded and unpacked, there is a readme HTML file with some clear instructions. The first of
which tells you to upload everything in the zip package to your server. This process alone took a time of 8
minutes 42 seconds. It is appreciated that the times taken may depend somewhat on CPU performance.
However, it is clear that WordPress’ claim of a 5 minute install is inaccurate and entirely misleading.
The next stage directs you to a page that you have uploaded on your server. This acts as the installation
page. Following the instructions, you are asked to enter your database connectivity details, and then click a
clear install button. This process took around 3 and a half minutes, obviously slower than the 5 minutes
quoted by WordPress. The author believes that this time, is the one Wordpress quote as there time of install.
However, uploading files to a server and setting up database connections and permissions can both be
considered part of the installation process, and so a ten minute claim would be a more accurate one for
WordPress to make.
Having said this, the installation process is very simple to follow. Providing you are familiar with how ftp
programs work, the process is very easy to follow, and despite not being the 5 minutes they claim, it is a little
more than eleven minutes, which is still relatively fast. There is not, however, a requirement section. Here
the author would expect to find a list of requirements that are needed to successfully install WordPress.
Space taken up: 3MB
Score: 9/10

Joomla
Here the author will describe the process of installing a fresh install of Joomla.
The Joomla homepage, like Wordpress provides a clear “download” button.
Again, like WordPress, the system is downloaded in a zip folder and includes a read me file. This file is in
the form of a txt file though, rather than a html file. The authors experience tells us that some users have
never even interacted with txt files, and do not know hope to open them. Most operating systems will
normally have a default program they use to open these files though, so this is not a problem. This txt file
though is messy. It is written in an unstructured way that makes it hard to read and find any helpful
information. There are neither any install instructions on the website homepage. A scan through of the txt file
will eventually lead you to a reference to a getting started page. This page has two links on it, one to a
requirements page, something not easily accessible in WordPress, and a getting started link. This

subsequently leads you to a page that contains no information. Remembering we are taking a novice viewpoint when installing these systems, the author navigated his way back to the Joomla homepage and
eventually found the Joomla Installation Manual, which is provided in pdf form. Again, those users who do
not have a pdf reader installed on their system would find this hard to read. The manual is also very detailed.
This is an advantage over Wordpress, but not regarding installation instructions. Nearly every user, including
the author, would like a simple, bullet pointed set of instructions, to allow an easily followable install. These
are provided, but you have to scan through loads of information to find them.
This manual, like Wordpress, tells the user to upload the entire downloaded zip file to your server. This
process took 50 minutes 37 seconds. This was a much longer time than WordPress, obviously due to the
larger size of the system. Once the files have been uploaded, the site tells you to navigate to
www.yourdomain/Joomla. This takes you to an installation page where you choose your installation
language, and the system automatically checks your hosting configurations. Once these have all been
passed, you simply click “next”. You then have to agree to their license, and then enter the database details
you want to use. Like WordPress, you are asked to pick a username and password. After this, you are
informed Joomla has been installed, and asked to remove the installation directory from the ftp folder. This is
not something the author looks fondly upon, as the system should automatically do this for you. This delete
action took another 3 minutes. The install itself took less than 2 minutes, an impressive time, but one you
would expect for a system so large in its initial file size.
Space Taken up: 8MB
Score: 7/10

Drupal
Here the author will describe the process of installing a fresh install of Drupal.
As was the case with Wordpress and Joomla, Drupal's homepage shows a clear “get started with Drupal”
button, which subsequently leads to another large download link. Drupal’s system requirements are clearly
linked, and it is even recommended that they are read before you download the system. This could be seen
as advantageous, or may be indicating they are less confident of there system working on all systems than
WordPress are for example.
As with the above two systems, the download is in the form of a zip file. Drupal’s site seems to offer more
support for installations. There are various links for various types of users. These include a “quick start
guide” and a “guide for beginners”. It is clear that Drupal want to make their installation process as easy as
possible for all of their potential users.
Like the other systems already mentioned, the system is published in zip format and the instructions tell you
to upload all files to your server.

The process of uploading these files to the server was 11 minutes 50 seconds. A much faster installation
than Joomla, yet still slower than WordPress.
Once the files have all been uploaded, the guide tells you to make the Drupal sites directory writeable,
setting 777 permissions. Again, this perhaps involves a little too much technical knowledge for the non
technical user. Like Joomla, the installation happens in the browser, by simply navigating towards the root of
the new Drupal site you have created. First, you choose an installation type, standard, or custom, the author
chose standard. Next, like Joomla, you pick your language and enter your database details. The system
then proceeds to install the system on your server. This process takes around 17 minutes, but an installation
bar is provided so you can see how much longer you have to wait. As with the other systems, you are asked
to enter the site information, and then automatically directed to the homepage of the new Drupal Website.
Space Taken up: 3.05MB
Score: 8/10

CMSMadeSimple
Here the process of installing a fresh, new install of CMSmadesimple will be described.
Like the previous three systems, the system is downloadable from the homepage, with a clearly visible,
user-friendly button.
Again, the system is published in the format of a zip file and an installation guide is available using their
support menu. The CMSmadesimple website, like Drupal, tells you of all the system requirements needed to
successfully install and use the system, and provides many user guides, including the installation guide, in
HTML format.
This installation guide then tells you to upload all of the unzipped files into a folder on your server where you
want to install your website. The process of uploading these files was 24 minutes 32 seconds.
Like Drupal, the guide then requires you to set 777 file permissions to certain folders of the new install. The
fact that only certain named folders required these permissions to be set, added another 3 minutes to the
installation process. Following this, users are asked to create a new file using a txt editor, and name it
config.php. Although clear instructions are given here, telling the user to use the “save as” option for
example, this could clearly be a tough task to perform for the non tech-savvy. We are then told to set this file
to have 666 permissions, which would cause more confusion for inexperienced users.
Next, like the other systems, we are told to ensure we have a database that we have access to, to install the
system on. Then we are told to navigate to the index of the new system where we will follow some install
instructions. We are asked to choose our language, and then a system requirements test is carried.
Presuming this is passed (any failures are clearly expressed), we then continue to add out account

information which will be used to log in to the new system. The database details are then to be entered on
the next page of the installation. Just like Drupal, the program then installs the system, showing a clear list of
tasks that are being carried out. This process took a little over 2 minutes. Following this, we are led to a
“success” page, where a link to the index of our newly created system is shown.
Space Taken Up 5.8MB
Score: 7/10

Silverstripe
Again, the Silverstripe homepage provides a large, user friendly download button, and the system is
provided in the form of a zip file. Differently to the other systems above though, Silverstripe also offers an
automated install that performs when your download has completed. This is obviously a useful tool for
beginners, but the author chose the download only option as to be fair in the comparison with the other
installation methods.
SilverStripe’s installation instructions are very impressive. There is a simple step by step guide directly
underneath the download links, a screen cast tutorial and a more advanced guide. All of these are available
in HTML format and clearly clickable from the websites homepage.
The guide, like the others firstly instructs us to upload the unzipped files to a folder on a server. This process
takes 20 minutes 10 seconds. Once uploaded, we are told to navigate to the root of the system on our
server, and this takes us to the first of many installation instructions. The installation page is one page
containing a long list. It firstly checks the system requirements, giving all passes and any failures or
warnings. Next we are asked to enter the database details, and then we are asked to pick a username and
password to use to log in to the system.
After all of this information has been gathered, we click the install button at the bottom. This then takes us to
a page that seems to operate in exactly the same way as the CMSmadesimple system. A list of tasks are
outputted to the user as certain tasks complete. This process took a little less than 2 minutes, and is by far
the simplest and quickest install of the five, if we disregard the time taken to upload the files to the server,
and indeed the size of these files. After a successful install, a link is provided to view the root of our new site
for the very first time.
Space Taken Up: 5MB
Score: 7.5/10
These installation speeds mentioned above would obviously differ depending on the internet speed available
to the user, and the speed of the host they are using. Therefore the author has tried to work as closely to the
average as possible. The host used is one that fits in with standard hosting standards. The ftp client used
was Filezilla, with a 5mb (advertised) broadband internet connection. A recent study by speedtest.net
produced results of an average worldwide internet speed of 2.10 mps. The slowest internet connection the

author has available to him currently is 5MB. This connection was therefore used to tie in close enough with
the average speeds of worldwide potential system users, whilst also catering for faster speeds, which most
web developers like myself will no doubt be using.

Installation Results

WordPress is the clear winner of the installation area, with a score of 9 out of 10, closely followed by Drupal,
which scored 7.5 out of 10. Joomla and CMSMadeSimple were the weakest systems in this area, mainly due
to their need for users to delete files or 777 after and during an install, and the large size compared the other
systems. Wordpress impressed in the areas of speed and filesize, as well as being the easiest install. Drupal
was the nearest competitor to WordPress in this area and would have equalled Wordpress were it not for the
systems need for the user to set 777 file permissions, a task which can be difficult for those not familiar with
setting file permissions.

GUI – Graphical User Interface
As previously mentioned, this section will focus upon the admin areas of each system. The website itself will
not be tested, as the success of the website itself in regard to GUI is essentially still based upon the design
the author chooses to create, and not one that the system has chosen. It is firstly necessary to outline what
the author believes to be the key tasks that users of the content management systems will carry out. The
three tasks users will test are:
•

Create a new page

•

Edit a pages content

•

Adding a default image

The admin section of each website will also be tested in all of the main browsers. Including; Firefox, Internet
Explorer, Chrome, Opera and Safari, with a brief description of the authors experience also included. In the
cases of those users with limited to no experience with computers, they are likely to find the tasks difficult in
all the systems. There were asked, therefore, to give their scores solely based upon their comparisons
between the systems.

WordPress
By default, the homepage of the newly created website contains a “log in” link that takes you to the admin
section of the system. Once logged in, we are presented with this screen:

As you can see, the GUI of Wordpress is very simple, and very effective. There is a clear menu on the left
hand side that displays all of the common tasks. Adding a new page is very simple. We simply click the
pages link, and a sub menu appears, with the option to add a new page included. Once this page has been
created, it is added to the pages menu, where we can edit, quick edit, view or delete the page. This is a very
simple process. This menu also includes an insert option, where we can upload an image of our choice. A
HTML option is also included, where we can easily edit the content of the html file. In regard to HCI, the user
face is simple, whilst remaining functional. Neutral colours are used, along with large fonts to make
interacting with the system very simple. The admin page looks exactly the same in all of the major browsers.
The table of results for WordPress based upon the authors experience and that of the other four testers was
as follows:
Create A New

Edit Content

Page
No Computer

Adding an
image

9

9

7

Limited Experience

9

9

8

Lots of user

9

9

9

8

8

8

10

9

9

Knowledge

experience
Programmer (Article
author)
Advanced CMS
programmer

Score: 8.7/10
Drupal

Like WordPress, the homepage of our new Drupal website automatically adds a log in link that takes us to
the admin section. Once we are logged in, we are presented with this page:

As is shown above, the admin section of Drupal is displayed as a single line bar at the top of the site. A click
on any one of these links, opens a pop up page with options. Adding a new page is still relatively simple,
with two choices available; basic page or advanced page. Drupal, unlike Wordpress provides the user with
the option of being able to add the new page to the navigation. All other tasks are easily done, with clear
links and options available. In regard to HCI, the interface is a little less useable than WordPress. Neutral
colours are used, but the use of pop ups is a little less user friendly than having a separate admin panel
available. The site looks exactly the same in all of the major browsers.
The table of results based upon the authors experience and that of the other four testers was as follows:

Create A New

Edit Content

Page
No Computer

Adding an
image

10

9

8

Limited Experience

9

8

8

Lots of user

9

9

9

10

9

10

9

10

9

Knowledge

experience
Programmer (Article
author)
Advanced CMS
programmer

Score: 8/10
Joomla
Unlike WordPress and Joomla, the homepage of the newly created Joomla website did not, by default,
provide you with a link into an admin section. The author actually had to carry out a bit of research to find
where the administration section was installed. The author discovered he had to manually navigate to:
mydomain.com/administrator. Once logged in, we see this screen:

As shown above, the admin section of Joomla is a separate panel, like WordPress. The author would
suggest that Joomla’s system is more effective than Wordpress’ though, mainly because of its use of large,
colourful buttoned options. These links take us to separate “manager” sections of the system, such as the
menu manager that allows us to add and edit the pages. Again, the big buttoned theme continues, making
carrying tasks out extremely simple. In regard to HCI the system is nearly flawless. Big buttons are used
alongside neutral colours to enhance the user experience, and make using the system very user friendly.
The system looks exactly the same in all of the major browsers.
The table of results based upon the authors experience and that of the other four testers was as follows:
Create A New

Edit Content

Page
No Computer

Adding an
image

5

4

5

Limited Experience

6

5

4

Lots of user

6

5

6

7

6

7

Knowledge

experience
Programmer (Article
author)

Advanced CMS

8

7

6

programmer

Score: 5.8/10

CMS Made Simple
This content management system does provide, by default, a link to the admin section from the homepage
of the newly created website. Once logged in, we are presented with the following screen:

As you can see above, the admin section takes the form of a separate admin panel. Like Joomla, big
buttoned options are used, with clear sub options. The menu remains constant no matter what section you
navigate to, making it impossible to get lost within the system. In regard to HCI, neutral colours are again
used, alongside large, clearly viewable and understandable buttons. The system looks exactly the same in
all of the major browsers.
The table of results based upon the authors experience and that of the other four testers was as follows:

Create A New

Edit Content

Page
No Computer

Adding an
image

8

7

6

Limited Experience

8

7

6

Lots of user

7

6

6

8

7

7

Knowledge

experience
Programmer (Article

author)
Advanced CMS

8

8

7

programmer

Score: 7/10
Silverstripe
Again, this system provides a link to the admin section from the homepage of the newly created website, by
default. Once logged in, we are presented with this screen:

As you can see above, the systems admin panel is in a separate admin section. A page tree menu is located
on the right of the page, where pages can easily be added, and edited. The system, like the other four, uses
very neutral colours that make readability easy. The links, though, are a little smaller than they really should
be, which does place a hindrance on how easy it is to navigate your way around the system. The system
looks exactly the same in all of the major browsers.
The table of results based upon the authors experience and that of the other four testers was as follows:

Create A New

Edit Content

Adding an image

Page
No Computer Knowledge

7

7

7

Limited Experience

8

6

8

Lots of user experience

6

7

6

Programmer (Article

8

8

8

7

9

8

author)
Advanced CMS

programmer

Score: 7.3/10

GUI Results
These results were calculated using an average score of the three areas for each individual user, and then
calculating the overall score based upon the ratings of the five testers. The table of results is as follows:

It is clear from the above results that Wordpress and Drupal are again the clear leaders, with Joomla
underperforming again. The main issue with Joomla in terms of the systems GUI has to be the fact there is
no clear link structure in place that directs the user towards the administration panel. The fact that research
is needed to perform such a simple task is very dissapointing, and this fact is backed up from the results of
the user testing. WordPress lost out to Drupal in terms of GUI, and the main feedback from user testers
seemed to be that this was due to its navigation system, that enables users to view the website and the
administration panel at the same time. CMS and SIlverstripe were solid performers again, both let down a
little by their use of small fonts for navigation links and buttons.

Mobile Friendliness
Below, the results of how each system performed in the mobiReady mobile site checker will be discussed.
WordPress
WordPress gained a score of 1.42 out of 5 for mobile friendliness. It failed on areas such as large graphics
and page size limit. Interestingly, the site also failed on structure, with the test claiming the WordPress site
did not use a logical order of headings. It should be noted that mobile apps are available for install within the

WordPress system. Whilst this does show some commitment to the systems potential mobile user market,
such functionality should be offered by default, not as an alternative extra.
Score: 2.84/10
Drupal
Drupal gained a score of 1.64 out of 5 for mobile friendliness. The system failed on less areas than
WordPress, hence the slightly higher overall score. The system also failed on the structure section.
Score: 3.28/10
Joomla
Joomla gained a score of 1.55 out of 5 for mobile friendliness. This is a score slightly lower than that of
Drupal, but Joomla did pass the area of structure.
Score: 3.1/10
CMSmadesimple
CMSmadesimple gained a score of 3.47 out of 5 for mobile friendliness. By far the best performing system of
the four tested so far.
Score: 6.94/10
Silverstripe
Silverstripe gained a score of 3.56 out of 5 for mobile friendliness, slightly outperforming CMSmadesimple. It
only failed on three areas and can be said to be the most efficient system at automatically applying the
necessary principles to ensure a website is mobile friendly.
Score: 7.12/10
These results are backed up by the W3c school mobile checker too. The W3C checker gives the tested
website a score in the form of a percentage, with the higher the percentage, the better the respective
websites mobile compatibility. The results were as follows:
•

WordPress – 51 %

•

Drupal – 65%

•

Joomla – 56%

•

CMSmadesimple – 76%

•

Silverstripe -82%

The above results do differ a little from the mobiReady results, in that the lesser performing systems gain
higher scores. The mobiReady results are more broad and accurate though, and the W3C school results

simply back up the point that Silverstripe and CMSmadesimple are the best performing websites in terms of
mobile friendliness. The MobiReady results will be what this areas results are based upon, with the W3C
results used as further evidence and justification for the scores given.

Mobile Friendliness Results
These results are based upon the results gained from the MobiReady checker. As this tool scores the
systems out of five in terms of their mobile friendliness, these scores were simply doubled to give a score
out of ten, thus in-keeping with this reports scoring system. The table of results was as follows:

These results clearly show that CMSmadesimple and Silverstripe are the clear leaders in terms of being
mobile friendly. This is an emerging field in regard to web development, and these two systems are clearly
leading the way at the time of writing. Drupal and Wordpress let down their performance so far with scores of
3.28 and 2.84 out of 10 respectively. Joomla is still yet to impress, finishing second bottom with a score of
3.1 out of 10.

Accessibility
WordPress
Silverstripe received the following results from the accessibility checker:
•

MUST fix – 0

•

Should fix – 1

•

May fix -0

Joomla
Joomla received the following results from the accessibility checker:

•

MUST fix – 0

•

Should fix – 0

•

May fix -0

Drupal
Silverstripe received the following results from the accessibility checker:
•

MUST fix – 0

•

Should fix – 0

•

May fix - 1

CMSmadesimple
Silverstripe received the following results from the accessibility checker:
•

MUST fix – 0

•

Should fix – 0

•

May fix -0

Silverstripe
Silverstripe received the following results from the accessibility checker:
•

MUST fix – 0

•

Should fix – 2

•

May fix -0

To provide these results with more clarity, it has been decided to use a second accessibility checker. This
checker is another recommended by W3C, and is produced in the form on an executable program,
published by reputed IT specialists Fujitsu. The tool tests both HTML and CSS attributes to test the overall
accessibility quality of a chosen website. The tool uses specific guidelines such as checking for alt attributes
(useful for the blind using speech guided navigation), declaring DOCTYPES, usage of the “onchange”
attribute and the use of a title tag contained within the head tag in a HTML document. The system is very
clever in that it tests all of the sub folders and files, and so a clear test of the entire system can be achieved.
The results were as follows:
Wordpress

89 problems were detected with the WordPress system. Issues such as using line-height for specifying line
spacing were found, along with over 70 colour contrast issues.
Score: 6.5/10
Joomla
17 problems were detected with the Joomla system. Issues such as using the “hidden” attribute, using
<script> without using <noscript> were found, along with five colour contrast issues.
Score: 9/10
Drupal
34 problems were found with the Drupal system. Issues such as using the “hidden” attribute were again
found and around 20 insufficient levels of colour contrast were also identified.
Score: 7.5/10
CMSMadeSimple
148 Problems were found with the CMSmadesimple system. Again, issues such as using the “hidden”
attribute and using line-height were identified, alongside over 120 colour contrast issues.
Score: 7.5/10
Silverstripe
29 problems were found with the Silverstripe system. Around 15 colour contrast issues were identified,
alongside issues such as fixed line-heights and font sizes.
Score: 6.5/10

Accessibility Results
The following table of results is based upon the average score of from the two checkers used. Systems that
scored 0 on all areas in check one scored 10, with points being deducted for the amount of errors found in
the three areas. The second checker results were scored on the scale of no issues gaining 10 points, and
points being deducted systematically the more errors that were found. The table of results based upon this
was as follows:

The above table clearly shows the first genuine success for Joomla, which scored the highest score on both
checkers, with an overall score of 9 out of ten. Wordpress slighlty faltered again, scoring 6.5 out of ten, as
did Silverstripe, which failed to build upon a strong mobile friendliness rating. CMSmadesimple and Drupal
both scored 7.5 out of ten, with CMSmadesimple particularly letting itself down with the Fujitsu checker, after
initially scoring 10 out of 10 in the first checker.

SEO – Search Engine Optimization
The results below will show the results of each content management system when passed through
Ibeam’s SEO validator tool.
WordPress
WordPress scored 67.4%. Areas of strength included appropriate lengths used for META descriptions, using
unique meta tags and the use of unique header tags. WordPress really let itself down though via its lack of
alt tags for images (the tool indicated that almost all of its images did not include one) and its apparent lack
of general keywords.
Score: 6.74/10
Drupal
Drupal scored 70.4%. Areas of strength included using unique META keywords and titles for every page and
the use of unique header tags. The system suffered in the areas of missing META tags on certain pages and
duplicate titles for some pages too.
Score: 7.04/10

Joomla
Joomla scored 67.2%. Areas of strength included the use of unique META titles and unique titles. The
system let itself down on having duplicate header tags, duplicate META keywords and not enough prominent
keywords in general.
Score: 6.72/10
CMSMadeSimple
CMSMadeSimple scored 79.3%. Areas of strength included the use of unique header tags, and the systems
handling of alt attributes for all of its images was particularly impressive. The system let itself down on not
using enough prominent keywords and missing META descriptions on certain pages.
Score: 7.93/10
Silverstripe
Silverstripe scored 62.6 %. Areas of strength included complete META keywords and titles and the correct,
unique usage of header tags. The systems score was let down in areas of missing alt attributes on most of
its images, not enough prominent keywords and the use of duplicate page titles.
Score: 6.26/10

SEO Results
The table of results below was solely calculated by simply converting the percentage scores above into
scores out of ten. This gave the following results:

The table above shows that CMSmadesimple was the winner of the SEO section, scoring 7.93 out of ten.
This section is the most competitive so far, with all systems scoring on a relatively even level, with
WordPress, Drupal, Joomla and SilverStripe all scoring within half a point of each other.

Support
This section will focus upon the amount of third party support available for each system, whilst also
examining the usefulness of each systems in house user guide.
WordPress
A Google keyword search of the word WordPress brings up a total of 406,000,000 results, suggesting there
are literally millions of pages with information about the system on them.
Further research on Google has shown the author that there is currently one forum completely devoted to
WordPress, which is supplied by the company itself.
As has already been stated, it is important to see how populated these forums are too. Here are the results;
•

http://en.forums.wordpress.com/ - This forum has had 562,505 posts so far (at the time of writing),
covering a total of 90,247 topics. The forum currently offers no statistics based upon how many
members it has.

Water & Stones research shows me that there are currently eleven published books devoted entirely to the
wordpress system.
Wordpress' user guide is extremely extensive, with over one hundred different topics covered. These vary
from the advanced topics such as a guide helping you create your own plug-in, to a beginners installation
guide. It is therefore clear that the company is devoted to providing detailed literature to help their users use
their system, no matter what their skill level.
Score: 8.5/10
Drupal
A Google keyword search for the word Drupal brings up a total of 44,000,000 results, suggesting there a
millions of resources about Drupal on the web, although substantially fewer than WordPress resources.
Further research on Google has shown the author that there are currently three forums devoted to Drupal,
two of which is there own, in-house forums, with one being devoted entirely to UK users.
The results regarding the number of posts on each forum was as follows:
•

http://www.drupal.org.uk/forum - This forum currently has 1,247 posts covering 413 topics. The forum
currently has 2,064 active members.

•

http://mydrupal.com/forum - This forum currently has 85 posts covering 34 topics. The forum currently
has 5,328 active members.

•

http://drupal.org/forum - This forum currently has 881,744 posts covering 234,951 topics. The forum
currently has 806,312 active members.

Water & Stones research has shown that there is plenty of information about Drupal available in the form of
books. At their time of writing, there were 12 published books, one more than WordPress.
Drupal’s user guide is a little less extensive than that of WordPress. There are six separate sections,
including; Theming Guide and Structure Guide amongst others. It is clear that their user guide covers all of
the basic features associated with the system, although there doesn’t seem to be as much support for the
more advanced users.
Score: 8/10
Joomla
A Google keyword of the word Drupal returns a total of 176,000,000, suggesting a wider range of sources
available than Drupal, whilst still less than WordPress. Having said this, a results range of a million or more
can only be seen as a thorough resource range.
Further research on Google has shown that there are currently two online forums completely devoted to
Joomla, one of which is their own.
The results regarding the number of posts on each forum was as follows:
•

http://www.joomlaxtreme.com/forum/ - This forum currently has 517 posts covering 225 topics. The
forum currently has 828 active members.

•

http://forum.joomla.org/ - This forum currently has 2,316,276 posts covering 540,924 topics. The
forum currently has 467,958 active users.

Water & Stones research shows that there are a further 25 offline sources, in the form of books. This figure
is by far the highest out of the five systems.
The in house user guide is, as is the case with the other two, extensive. There are tens of topics, varying
from simple installation and upgrade guides, to a guide helping you set up a correct working environment for
working with the system.
Score: 8.75/10
CMS Made Simple
A Google keyword search for the word CMSMadeSimple (written as one word) returned a total of 586,000
results. This amount is substantially less than the previous three systems.
Further research on Google has shown that there is currently only one forum devoted entirely to the system,
which is their own in-house forum.
The results regarding the number of posts on the CMSmadesimple forum were as follows:
•

http://forum.cmsmadesimple.org/ - This forum currently has 235,672 posts covering 46,279 topics.
The forum currently has 11,366 active members.

The research of Water & Stone shows that there are not any books currently devoted to the system. It is
therefore clear that the amount of support available for this system is substantially less than that available for
the previously mentioned systems.
The lack of third party support is made up by the excellent quality of the provided user guide. There are
three different guides choose from. One for developers, one for designers and one that is broader, aimed at
all users. Each guide contains extensive information on everything regarding the system, and helps the user
solve problems based on their skill-set.
Score: 6.25/10
Silverstripe
A Google keyword search for the word Silverstripe returned a total of 506,000 results, a figure remarkably
close to that of CMS Made Simple.
Further research has shown that there is currently only one forum devoted to Silverstripe, which is their own
in-house system.
The results regarding the number of posts on the Silverstripe forum were as follows:
•

http://www.silverstripe.org/forums - This forum currently has 66,720 posts covering 16,257 topics. The
forum currently has 5,622 active members.

Silverstripe was not included in the research of Water & Stone, the main reason the system was chosen as
part of this research. The authors own research was therefore carried out to find how many available books
there are available on the system. The research found that there is currently one book available on the
market, entitled “SilverStripe: The Complete Guide to CMS Development”.
The SilverStripe user guide is, as with the other systems, very detailed. Simple instructions for download and
installation (on a variety of operating systems) are provided. More advanced topics such as help with using
API’s and a variety of tutorials covering a range of topics are also included within the help section of the
website.
Score: 6.5/10

Support Results
The table of results below is based upon an average score out of ten in the following areas; books available,
forums available and number of forum posts and the usefulness of each systems user guide.

The above table clearly shows Joomla to be the most competant system in terms of support, with a total
score of 8.75 out of 10. Drupal and WordPress also impressed, scoring 8 out of 10 and 8.5 out of 10
respectively. CMSmadesimple was dissapointing overall, scoring 6.25 out of 10 after intially impressing with
a score of 9 out of 10 for their userguide, which was considered the best of all the systems.

Customization
As has been previously mentioned, the process of testing customization will firstly involve noting how many
available templates there currently are in each system. A template will then be chosen, and installed onto
the website. The following tasks will then be performed:
•

Changing or adding an image

•

Changing link colour

•

Changing the background colour / adding a background image

•

Hiding content to help the design (This might involve hiding the sidebar for example)

WordPress
There are currently thousands of WordPress themes available. This number is obviously extremely high and
offers a huge amount of choice. These themes are all customizable from the admin panel. You can alter the
CSS style-sheet directly for each and every template, or you can alter certain elements directly from the
admin panel.
Step 1 – Choosing and installing a template – This is a very simple process. You can search for a theme,
using filters such as a one, two, three or four columned design. You can search based on the colours of the
template, or the additional features each template might have. The author chose a simple one column
design. It should also be noted that each theme installed does not overwrite the previous theme. Therefore
the more you choose to alter your sites design, the larger hosting space the system will take up.

Step 2 – Changing or adding an image – The template chosen did not currently have an image included. To
add one is very simple. You simply choose the page you wish to edit, and click on an image icon, that
enables you to easily select and upload an image of your choice.
Step 3 – Changing link colour – This is not currently possible without editing some form of code. WordPress
enables you to edit the sites style-sheet from within the system, but does not offer any tool that enables you
to edit link colour. It is therefore clear that the structure of each theme seems to be very rigid, unless you
have coding experience. Furthermore, if you choose to edit the site via coding of the style-sheet, a preview
option is not made available.
Step 4 – Changing background colour / adding a background image – This is an option not available with all
templates on the system, but the majority do have a simple admin option that enables you to choose a
background colour, or upload a background image. A preview is shown, and you can then save the changes
which automatically get applied to the site.
Step 5 – Hiding Content – WordPress enables you to hide certain content by using the widget tab. Here you
can hide side menus, footers and basically anything you do not want to be shown. Unfortunately though, a
preview of this function is not shown.
The WordPress admin panel does not seem to be very flexible in terms of customization, unless you choose
the correct template. The problem here is that there seems to be no universally set standard for templates.
The author would argue that common user needs such as a change of colour should all be mandatory for
any new templates. The sheer amount of templates available can also been seen as a bad thing, as so
much choice makes it almost impossible to pick a template that is right for your needs.
Score: 7/10
Drupal
Like WordPress, there are thousands of Drupal themes available. Furthermore, there is also a “theming
guide” in the admin dashboard that includes guides on how to perform tasks such as changing the favicon.
Step 1 – Choosing and installing a template – Drupal installs seven default themes by default. If you want to
install another theme, you have to find the URL where this theme is located, and add that URL to an input
box. The system will then install the new theme in less than a minute. This is obviously a less sophisticated
process than that of WordPress.
Step 2 – Changing or adding an image – Unlike WordPress, there is no apparent link that directly enables
you to add images to a page, unless you want to edit the css file.
Step 3 – Changing Link colour – This ability is offered. You can change the link colour, but not the hover
colour, which is added by default. This is done by editing the “settings” of your currently installed theme.
Step 4 – Changing the background colour / adding a background image – Like changing a link colour, you
are able to change the background colour by using the appearance tab. You can also change the entire
colour theme of the site. All of these changes are shown using a preview below the options.

Step 5 – Hiding content- Like WordPress, Drupal themes enable you to choose which elements of the site
you want to display using the settings of your currently installed theme. You can hide the site logo, the
name, and even menu items, or the entire menu.
The Drupal admin panel is on a par with Wordpress in terms of flexibility. As is the case with Wordpress,
there seem to be no set standards for templates. The editable settings vary from template to template,
making it neigh impossible to find a template that enables you to edit everything. Drupal does offer an
automatically updated preview though, which is an improvement on WordPress.
Score: 7/10
Joomla
Joomla offers hundreds of available themes, all downloadable from within the admin panel. There are also
hundreds of themes available from external sources on the web.
Step1 – Choosing and installing a template – Joomla offers the additional feature of being able to install
alternative themes not only onto the website, but onto the administration panel, enabling users to fit a design
that will aid their development. To install a site theme is simple, and takes a few seconds.
Step 2 – Changing or adding an image – This is a simple task to perform, available from the media manager
template.
Step 3 – Changing link colour – There seems to be no direct way of editing the link colour. Unless you want
to edit the css style sheet. Joomla uses around ten different style sheets, including a separate one that is
used in Internet Explorer browsers only. This makes making changes a much more lengthy process than it
should be.
Step 4 – Changing the background colour – Like changing link colour, there is no way to achieve this directly
from the admin panel.
Step 5 – Hiding Content – There is no way to hide certain elements of the website directly from the Joomla
admin panel.
The Joomla admin panel is inferior to Drupal and Wordpress in terms of customization. The templates are a
little more complicated to install. You have to go to one admin area to find a template you like, and then
navigate to another area to install it. The system offers no preview. Its use of numerous style sheets for each
template makes editing one section of the website easier, but when you want to carry out a site wide change
like changing the link colour, this actually makes edits tougher.
Score:6/10
Silverstripe
Silverstripe has a few, but not an extensive catalogue of available templates.

Step 1 – Choosing and installing a template – Installing a template is simple, and can be done from the
homepage of the admin area, and is performed in seconds. Finding a new template to install is not simple
though, unless you follow tutorials that are available online.
Step 2 – Changing or adding an image – The system has a clearly outlined menu option to upload new files,
including images. There is no direct way to edit or add these files to certain pages though.
Step 3/4/5 – These are all very difficult to achieve, without editing the css file. There is no direct way to edit
these elements from the admin area, without editing the css file, which is also very hard to find, and edit
without following tutorials.
The Silverstripe system is the worst performing system so far in terms of customization. There are no
apparent ways to edit the design of the site from the admin area, and it is also very hard to locate templates.
Following on from this, there is also no preview option to view your changes, and the system does not allow
you to make these changes (directly, at least) in the first place.
Score: 5/10
CMSMadeSimple
CMSMadeSimple offers hundreds of templates, all of which are available from within the admin area.
Step 1 – Choosing and installing a template – Choosing a template is very simple. Eight default templates
are installed, and you can easily add new ones within a minute, using the systems template search. You can
also add you own page template. Installing a new template takes seconds, and you can even edit the
template file before you choose to install it as the default theme.
Step 2 – Changing or adding an image – The system offers an Image Manager tool, where you can easily
upload new images. These images must be placed onto a page via the use of css style sheets though.
Step 3 – Changing link colour – This is not directly editable from the admin area, although the systems Menu
Manager does enable users to pick a design that is closer to what they want. Any additional changes must
be carried out using the systems css style sheet.
Step 4 – Changing a background colour / adding a background image – There is no direct way to do this,
unless you edit the css style sheet. Style sheets can be edited in house, but a preview function is not
available.
Step 5 – Hiding Content – You are able to hide or delete certain areas of the site, using the systems Global
Content Blocks manager.
The CMSMadeSimple system is adequate in terms of customization. The image handling is particularly
impressive, whilst the inability to edit things like link colours in house is disappointing. There are not many
templates available, coupled with the inability to edit elements of the website in house makes customization
within the system difficult for those not comfortable editing CSS code.
Score: 7/10

Customization Results
The table of results for customization is as follows:

The above results table shows that Drupal, WordPress and CMSmadesimple all perform equally well, with
scores of 7 out of 10. Joomla was a little less flexible, mainly due to its complicated template system.
Silverstripe was the most dissapointing system though, with its lack of templates and unflexible link system
gaining it a score of only 5 out of 10.

Performance and Speed
As has been previously explained, this area will be tested using a Firefox plug-in called YSlow. Yslow tests
a number of areas, including; avoid empty src of href, put CSS at the top and avoid URL redirects. The
following tests have been carried out over the period of one week, with one test every day being carried out
for the homepage of each system. The average load time will then be taken. In the interests of fairness, a
simple homepage with the following will be used:
• Title
• Menu Image of size 900px x 200px
• A menu bar that includes; Home, About and Contact
• A footer with a simple image of size 900px x 40px
WordPress
The Wordpress page gained an A grade from Yslow. It did, however, gain a C grade in the areas of “Add
expires header” and “configure entity tags”. Expires header refers to the capability to cache external sources
such as links to CSS in a webpage, cutting down on the number of HTTP requests needed. Other than these
two areas though, the system gained A grades in all other areas except one, where it gained a B grade. The
system can therefore confidently claim to be performing brilliantly in terms of performance and speed.
Score: 10/10

Drupal
The Drupal page gained a C grade from Yslow. Its performance overall was good, with the system gaining A
grades in the majority of areas. The system scored F grades on five different areas though. These included:
•

Make fewer http requests – The system uses 9 external JavaScript pages, and 19 external css pages.

• Use a Content Delivery Network (CDN) – An alarming area for Drupal to fail on. This means Drupal
are not using servers that are geographically spread across the world. Meaning users closest to the
server used will get faster load times that those far away.
Drupal also failed on using cookie-free domains and configure entity tags. Although Drupal in the main is
performing well, outperforming WordPress on the “add expires header” area, their overall performance and
speed rating is ruined by failures in certain areas.
Score: 6/10
Joomla
The Joomla page gained a C grade from Yslow. Like Drupal, its performance overall was good, with the
system gaining A grades in most of the sections, but it also failed in three areas, and gained only a D grade
in two others. One interesting area which the system failed on was “minimize JavaScript and CSS”. This
refers to files that can be made smaller, by reducing unessential elements. These elements include white
space and comments. The comments part of this can be ignored for the purpose of this report though, as
they will not doubt be in place to help the user. A C grade is not impressive though, so Joomla can only
claim to be performing as well as Drupal.
Score: 6/10
Silverstripe
The Silverstripe page gained a B grade. The system performed well overall, but did score three F grades,
and one E grade. These results seem remarkably similar to those of Joomla, in that three areas failed the
tests. It can only be assumed that the areas Silverstripe failed on, like “Compress components with gzip” are
considered less important that those which Joomla, and indeed Drupal failed on.
Score: 8/10
CMSMadeSimple
The CMSMadeSimple page gained a C grade. Like Joomla and Drupal, it performed well overall, but failed
in four areas, and gained a D grade in another. The system therefore performed on a level par with that of
Joomla and Drupal, but inferior to WordPress and SilverStripe.
Score:6/10

Speed & Performance results

The table of results below is based solely upon the results gained from the Yslow checks shown above.
Each grade was worth 2 points. To explain, a grade E gains 2 points, with each grade gaining 2 extra points
all the way up to an A grade, which gains a maximum 10 points. The table of results is as follows:

WordPress is the clear leader here, with an overall score of ten, closely followed by Silverstripe which
gained a score of 8. Joomla, Drupal and CMSmadesimple all disappointed within this area, all gaining
disappointing scores of 6 out of 10.

Follows W3C Guidelines
WordPress
The system failed validation for HTML5 on four areas, and also had one warning returned. These were all
minor areas like not ending tags and using percentages for width values. This is even more frustrating, as
minor fixes like this would be easy for WordPress to fix.
The system failed validation for CSS on 14 different errors, with no additional warnings. These also included
minor errors like referring to div classes that did not exist, and using percentages as width values.
It can only be assumed that Wordpress has not made the necessary steps to ensure that its system satisfies
W3C standards, or they have simply been sloppy.
Score: 2.5/10
Drupal
Drupal successfully passed the validation for XHTML, with no warnings given. Not only this, the system was
also able to identify itself as RDFa (Resource Description Framework – in – attributes)
Drupal let itself down on CSS validation though. It failed on 160 errors, with 74 additional warnings. The
sheer amount of failings on CSS means I can only score it on a level par with WordPress.

Score: 5.5/10
Joomla
The system successfully passed the validation for XHTML 1.0, with no additional warnings given.
The system failed validation of CSS on four errors with 844 additional warnings. A fully validated page in
terms of XHTML 1.0, coupled with only four CSS errors, means that Joomla is the highest scoring system in
this area so far.
Score: 7.5/10
Silverstripe
The system successfully passed the validation for HTML5, with one additional warning.
Silverstripe also passed the validation for CSS, with 64 warnings. This is obviously by far the best
performing system in terms of pleasing W3C coding standards so far, let’s see if CMSmadesimple can
outperform it.
Score: 10/10
CMSMadeSimple
The system successfully passed the validation for XHTML 1.0 with no additional warnings.
The system also passed the validation for CSS, with only four warnings being returned. It is therefore clear
that CMSMadeSimple is the best performing system in this area. It can therefore be considered to be the
system that uses the most universally agreed upon code.
Score: 9.5/10

Follows W3C Guidelines Results
These results have been calculated in the following way. A system that passes HTML (all types, XHTML etc)
validation automatically gains a score of 10 out of 10. The maximum a system that fails HTML validation can
score a maximum of 3 points, dependant on how many errors is fails on. The CSS validation scoring system
works in the same way, except passes with a great number of additional warnings will cause the score to
reduce by a point or two.

The above table shows that Silverstripe is the best performing system in regards to following W3C coding
standards. The system successfully validated in both HTML and CSS, gaining a total of only 4 warnings.
CMSmadesimple was the only other system to pass validation for both CSS and HTML, but did produce 64
additional warnings in the CSS area. WordPress was particularly disappointing, failing both validation tests,
whilst Drupal and Joomla both passed HTML validation and failed CSS validation. Drupal failed on 156 more
areas than Joomla though, which gives justification for its lower respective score.

Plug-ins / Extensions / Modules
As has been previously explained, the author will be attempting to add a calendar and contact form plug-in
to the site using each of the five systems admin areas. The total number of plug-ins available in each system
will also be noted.
WordPress
There are currently over 13,000 plug-ins available for WordPress, each and every one of which can be
installed from within the admin area.
Calendar plug-in – A plug-in search for “calendar” was carried out. 264 possible plug-ins were returned,
each having its own description and rating, based on a 5 start rating system from user reviews. This makes it
easy to pick the best one. There was one plug-in with a 5 star rating, this was the one downloaded. Once
downloaded, a “activate plug-in” option is shown. This adds the plug-in to your widget menu, which can then
be simply shown or hidden on any given page. This is a very simple process, and the calendar is also
customizable and editable once installed.

Contact Form plug-in – A plug-in search for “contact form” was carried out. 510 plug-ins were returned. The
process of installation and adding the plug-in to a page is exactly the same as the calendar and indeed, any
other plug-in.
As has been clearly outlined, the plug-in system for WordPress is very impressive. There are more available
than you ever could need, and the process of installation, and indeed deletion is a very simple, and a speedy
one.
Score: 9/10
Drupal
There are currently over 7,500 modules available for Drupal, all of which can be installed directly from the
admin area. It is evident at this stage there are far less available plug-ins than WordPress.
Calendar plug-in – The system automatically installs 50 modules. A calendar form was not one of these
though. Just like Wordpress, to find these additional modules you have to carry out a search. A search for
“calendar” returned 66 results. Each had a description, although a rating system was not used. Some results
did include a screenshot of what the module looks like though. A module was chosen, and installed using an
install button. This new module is then added to the list of available modules, and becomes useable in any
page.
Contact plug-in – A contact form was one of the 50 pre-installed modules. The pre-installed modules are
very easy to install. You simply check a checkbox next to the contact form module, and click “update”. The
contact form module is then installed and can easily be added to any page.
The process of installing plug-ins is an easy one, but slightly more complicated that Wordpress. To install a
new module, you have to navigate to an external page. However, when you install a new module, you are
redirected back to the systems admin area.
Score: 8/10
Joomla
There are currently over 6,000 extensions available for Joomla. These are not accessible directly from the
admin area though. To find a new extension, you have to navigate to Joomla extension page and carry out a
search.
Calendar plug-in – A search on the external extension page for “calendar” returns 194 results. A description
of each available extension is viewable, alongside a 5 star rating system, similar to that used by WordPress.
To download an extension, you are required to download a package file of the extension, and then upload
this downloaded file from within the admin area. Once installed, you can add the extension to any of the
pages within your Joomla website.

Contact Form Plug-in – The process of installing a contact form plug-in is exactly the same to that of the
calendar plug-in. There are currently 427 contact form extensions available, more than enough choice to find
one suitable for individual needs.
The process of installing extensions is unnecessarily complicated. Joomla are presumably saving storage
space by storing all of their extensions in separate servers. This makes installing new extensions very
complicated though, and confusing for even the most experienced developers.
Score: 5/10
Silverstripe
There are currently over 1,200 modules available for Silverstripe. These, like Joomla’s, are not directly
accessible from the admin area. Again, like Joomla, you have to navigate to an external module page.
Calendar plug-in – A search for the keyword “calendar” returns only 4 results. A description of each result is
given, as is a screenshot of the module. A rating system to help you choose is not provided though. Once a
module is chosen, you download a package file. Then you have to upload this package to your Silverstripe
installation using an ftp program. You are then told to navigate to:
http://yourdomain.com/dev/build
This will then rebuild the database of your system. Once installed, the plug-in can be used on any page from
within the admin area.
Contact form plug-in – The process of installing such a plug-in is exactly the same as for the calendar plugin. There was only one available option though.
The number of available plug-ins in Silverstripe is disappointing. This is perhaps a sign of the systems
currently popularity though. One thing that is not excusable though, is how difficult the system makes it to
install new modules. As the system claims to be a CMS, the least you would expect would be to upload
module files via an option in the admin area.
Score: 7/10
CMSMadeSimple
There are currently over 4,000 modules available for CMSMadeSimple, all of which are available from within
the system.
Calendar plug-in – A search for “Calendar” returned 12 results, all with brief descriptions, and the sizes of
the modules in kilobytes. Once a module is chosen, you simply click a “download & install” button. This takes
around 15 seconds and, once installed, you can add this new module to any of the websites pages.
Contact form plug-in – A search for “contact form” returned 25 results, all with brief descriptions. The
process of downloading and installing a contact form is exactly the same as that of the calendar plug-in.

The CMSMadeSimple plug-in system is very similar to that of WordPress. Modules are searchable and
downloadable all in-house, within the system. CMSMadeSimple scores slightly lower in this category though,
simply because of its limited number of available modules in relation to the other systems.
Score: 6/10

System extension results
The table of results for the area of system extension is as follows:

The results above clearly show that WordPress is the best performing system in this area. Its sheer amount
of extensions available, coupled with the ease in which they can be installed means that this was an
inevitable result. Joomla was dissapointing again, again providing a system that was unecessarily
complicated. CMSmadesimple’s extension process was impressive, but only scored 6 out of 10 because of
the small number available. Drupal and Silverstripe’s extension processes were impressive, but neither
could compete with the impressive quality that WordPress offers.

Amount of programming knowledge required
Here the author will give a description of the amount of coding needed to create a simple website in each
system. This area is testing the systems ability to simply create a website with functionality, rather than the
ability to customize the design, which has already been discussed.
WordPress
You can create a fully functional, elegant looking website in WordPress without needing to write any code. A
default homepage is created following a system install, and new pages can easily be added. Content,
including images and textual based content is all done within the system. Plug-ins are also easy to install
and place in the website. The style sheets can be edited in house, and are fully commented for extra help.
Site wide changes can be done within the system, providing the installed template allows it.

Score: 7/10
Joomla
Like WordPress, it is possible to create a fully functional website without needing to write any code. Pages
can easily be added, edited and deleted, as can plug-ins. The style sheets can be edited in house, and are
fully commented.
Score: 7/10
Drupal
It is possible to create a fully functional website without having to write any code. A default homepage is
installed, and you can then add new pages, and add and edit the content contained within those pages. Like
the previously discussed systems, media item such as video and imagery can be added, without having to
write any code. Style sheets can be edited in house.
Score: 8/10
Silverstripe
Whilst it is possible to create a website in Silverstripe without having to write any code, it can be argued that
to create a fully functional website, you need to know some code. Plug-ins cannot be installed in-house, and
so integrating them within the website requires some coding knowledge. Furthermore, style sheets cannot
be edited in-house, meaning you can not directly see any mistakes you make. Media items cannot be added
without adding any code.
Score: 6/10
CMSMadeSimple
It is possible to create a fully functional website within CMSMadeSimple without having to write a single line
of code. Media items can be added, with code tags automatically being written by the system. A default
homepage is installed, and new pages can easily be added, edited and deleted. Style sheets can also be
edited in house.
Score: 7/10

Programming Knowledge Required Results
Below is the table of results showing how each system performed in regard to the amount of programming
knowledge that is required to make full use of each systems features.

The above table shows Drupal to be the leading system in this area, closely followed by WordPress, Joomla
and CMSmadesimple, who all scored 7 out of 10. Drupals structured editing process was the reason for its
higher score, with its features being slightly easier to manipulate than those of WordPress, Joomla and
Drupal. Silverstripe was partocularly dissapointing in this area, scoring 6 out of 10. The main reasoning
behind this was because of the systems need for the user to navigate away from the system to make full use
of exstensions.

Security
This is a four step process:
1. Adding new users – The ease of adding new users to the system will be noted
2. Setting user permissions – User permissions will be set, and these permissions will then be tested.
3. 404 errors – How the system deals with non existing pages will be noted.
4. SQL Inject me – A simple test to test how vulnerable each systems data is. The nature of content

management systems is that a huge amount of data is needed for them to perform correctly. Having
secure data management structures in place is therefore of upmost importance to their success. The
add-on relies upon the presence of forms within a web page, and so the page with the contact form
plug-in will be used to perform these tests.

WordPress
Step 1 – Adding new users – An administrator user is added by default when the installer of the system
enters an admin username and password. Once the admin is logged in, they can easily add new users.

Step 2 – Setting User Permissions - The system requires you to supply a username, password and email
address for the new user. You can then choose whether the new user is another admin, an editor, a
subscriber, a contributor or an author. The system will then set permissions based on this selection.
Subscriber was chosen for the testing, as it was presumed this user would be granted the lowest of user
privileges. Indeed this was said to be true, with a user of type subscriber only being able to update their own
profile. A user with editor permissions is able to edit content, but not the structure or appearance of the
website.
Step 3 – 404 errors – The system does not deal with 404 errors in-house, meaning that if you try to navigate
to a page that does not exist, you are not kept within the system.
Step 4 – SQL Inject me – WordPress completely passed all areas of the test with no errors or warnings.
WordPress is very efficient in terms of adding users, and setting user permissions. Different types of users
get automatically applied permissions. This does have one downside though, in that you cannot set custom
permissions.
Score: 7/10
Drupal
Step 1 – Adding new users - An administrator user is already added by default when the system is
installed. When logged in, this user can easily add a new user, using the “people” tab from the admin area.
Step 2 – Setting User Permissions – Like WordPress, the system requires you to add a username and a
password for new users. Differently though, there are only two choices for type of user, administrator or
authenticated user. The administrator has super privileges that enable them to carry out all of the tasks that
the system allows. The authenticated user, like the subscriber type in Wordpress, is only allowed to edit their
profile. Only having two user options is good in that only the admin can make changes, but this also means
that only those users with administrative roles can alter the site in any way shape or form.
Step 3 – 404 errors – Drupal’s system does deal with 404 errors in-house. It displays a simple “page not
found” message within the current sites theme.
Step 4 – SQL inject me – Drupal completely passed all areas of the test with no errors or warnings.
Drupal does enable an admin to add new users, but with only two sets of permissions. This is very inflexible,
even more so than Wordpress’ system. The ability to be able to deal with 404 errors in-house is very
beneficial though, as no user can accidently navigate away from the system.
Score: 7/10
Joomla
Step 1 – Adding new users – An administrator account is automatically set up when a new install of the
system occurs. Once logged in, Joomla offers a “user manager”. From here you can easily add new users.

Step 2 – Setting user permissions – This system also requires you to add a username, password and email
for each new user. There are eight different permission levels to choose from; public, manager,
administrator, registered, author, editor, publisher and super user. Super User is the role given to the admin
user by default. This user can carry out all of the possible tasks achievable within the system. The
administrator can carry out nearly all of the same tasks as the super user, whilst the publisher can only, as
you would think, publish.
Step 3 – 404 errors – The Joomla system does not deal with 404 errors in-house.
Step 4 – SQL inject me – Joomla completely passed all areas of the test with no errors or warnings.
The permissions set up for levels of users are as you would expect, but are still rigid in their nature. The
system does not seem to allow you to set up custom permissions. The author has been informed that this is
possible, but is yet to see any real evidence of this. The fact that there are seven different levels of user
roles does combat this problem somewhat though. The systems inability to deal with 404 errors in-house
could carry certain security implications.
Score: 7/10
Silverstripe
Step 1 – Adding new users – An administrator account is automatically set up when a new install of the
system occurs. Once logged in, that user can add new users by using the Security section from the admin
area.
Step 2 – Setting user permissions – Unlike the other systems, Silverstripe enables you to create your own
user groups, with custom privileges. You can outline different levels of tasks you want the new group to be
able to carry out, including tasks such as managing site configuration. There are 15 different options. This
enables us to clearly manage the users and their privileges. Users with a limited number of rights can indeed
only carry out tasks permitted by the super users, and likewise other super users have the same rights as
the main super user.
Step 3 – 404 errors – The Silverstripe system, like Drupal, does deal with 404 errors in house, with the use
of a simple “page not found” error message used.
Step 4 – SQL inject me – Silverstripe completely passed all areas of the test with no errors or warnings.
Silverstripe seems to be the best performing system in the security area so far. 404 errors are dealt with
correctly, and the managing of users is much more flexible.
Score: 9/10
CMSMadeSimple
Step 1 – Adding new users – An administrator account is automatically set up when a new install of the
system occurs. Once logged in, this user can easily add users using the “groups and users” section of the
admin area.

Step 2 – Setting user permissions – Like Silverstripe, the system enables the administrator to add new user
groups, and set the permissions of those groups. There are 39 different areas, including modify style sheets
and manage users. It is clear that by breaking up the individual tasks into areas of privileges, you would
easily be able to create a new user who you wanted to perform one particular task, and that task would be
the only one they could perform. This ability is not available in any of the other systems.
Step 3 – 404 errors – Errors are not dealt with in-house.
Step 4 – SQL inject me – CMSmadesimple failed on 15 areas of the test. Suggesting it is the worst
performing system of the five.
Not managing 404 errors in-house, can cause website users to accidently navigate away from the website,
something commercial website owners spend lots of money on trying to prevent. The system was also the
only one to fail the SQL inject me test, meaning that CMSmadesimple can be considered the least secure
system of the five, by some distance.
Score: 5/10

Security Results
The table of results below is based upon an average score out of ten for each of the four areas outlined
above. The results are as follows:

These results show us that Silverstripe is clear leader in the area of security, scoring an impressive 9 out 10.
The system completely passed all areas, whilst providing a very efficient user management system.
WordPress, Drupal and Joomla all scored 7 out of 10 but the most dissapointing area in terms of security
was clearly CMSmadesimple, mainly due to its failures in the SQL injection test.

Final Results

Firstly, here are the overall results for the systems based upon the twelve areas of focus mentioned above.
The results are based on the same ten point scoring system, and are a representation of an average score
of the twelve results tables that have previously been shown. Here is the overall results table.

The exact scores were as follows:
Wordpress – 7.065 / 10
Drupal – 6.91 / 10
Joomla – 6.6 / 10
CMSmadesimple – 6.92 / 10
Silverstripe – 7.18 / 10
We will begin by supplying a simple answer to the reports main aim; Content management systems,
which is the most effective? If we follow the table of results above, there is one clear answer, Silverstripe.
Some people and companies, namely design firm vandelaydesign, would argue that this is a
presumptious conclusion to come to though, as not all of the areas are equally important. For instance, in an
article published in 2008, vandelay argues that accessibility is a feature of websites considered to be one of
the 7 most important criteria.
Accesibility was indeed a field where Silverstripe scored the joint lowest rating. Vandelay also
suggest within their seven important factors of a succesful website that usability, appearance and navigation
are three other important areas to consider. These all fall under this reports areas of Graphical User
Interface, and indeed this is another area that Silverstripe underperformed in, being beaten by Drupal and
WordPress. If we were to follow vandelays ideas, Silverstripe would finish third out of the five systems.

This method of evaluating the results has a major flaw though, in that importance of criteria is
essentially a matter of opinion. A company specialising in secure database storage systems would value a
content management that scored highly in the security area for example, whilst a company selling mobile
phones would obviously value a systems mobile support much more highly. A viewpoint that the editor of
noupe, Cameron Chapman agrees with. Noupe is a website that discusses all website topics, including
design, ajax technologies, and content management systems.
“The CMS you choose should be really good at whatever the main function of your website is.”
(Chapman, 2010)
To summarise, there are so many differring opinions about the most important website components,
that it is extremely difficult, and actually quite unfair to evaluate the results in this way.
This report has already outlined its aim of finding the most effective content management system (out
of the five examined), but on a broad scale. A good content management system will cater for all needs, at
least those that are available open source, for free will. The table of results therefore represents the clearest
indication possible as to what system is the most effective. The key word to consider is consistency.
Silverstripe, and indeed third placed CMSmadesimple, did not score lower than five out of ten in any areas,
whilst Wordpress, which gained the highest scores in the areas of Performance and speed, extensions and
installation, let itself down by scoring less than three in two areas.
Silverstripe is therefore the most effective content management system as far as this report is
concerned. The system has proved itself to be competent in all of the twelve tested areas. Security,
performance and speed, W3 requirement compliance and installation were all areas of particular strength.
W3 requirement compliance is an interesting area to discuss. Silverstripe was the strongest system in
this area, scoring a total of ten out of ten points. It has been suggested by W3 themselves that following their
validation rules enables a website (or in this case system) to be easily maintained, be cross browser
compatible, be displayed correctly by future browsers and generally be considered one of professional
quality. (W3, 2011) All of these are qualities that all websites and indeed content management systems
should strive to achieve. The most important of these is perhaps the feature of a W3 compliant website
being displayed properly in all future browsers. Therefore outlining that not only is Silverstripe the best
performing area at the time of writing, but is likely to remain on top in the future, without the need for
extensive maintenance.
Silverstripe was also the highest performing area in the areas of security and mobile friendliness. Its
security rating was particularly impressive, gaining 9 out of 10. It proved itself to be very robust, showing
very few areas of security vulnerabilities. Mobile friendliness, as has been explained, is rapidly becoming
more important in web development, and so the systems good performance in this area is also very
impressive.
Silverstripe is by no means a perfect system though. Areas of programming knowledge required and
accessibility could be improved by Silverstripe, as could the systems support community. The only area of

real concern though, is customization, in which the system scored only 5 out of 10. This links in with the
programming knowledge required area, in that there was a lot of knowledge required to fully customize the
system. Despite this, the system is very flexible overall and capable of fulfilling a huge range of website
functionality requirements, whilst remaining secure and relatively fast. Fully justifying its position as the most
effective system tested.
This report has already concluded the results for each section, and the reasons the respective scores
were given. It is necessary though to discuss each of the other five systems overall performance in order to
provide the results with more meaning and understanding. Let’s start with WordPress.
As has been briefly mentioned, WordPress outperformed the other four systems in three different
areas, the same amount as Silverstripe. Disappointingly though, the system also finished last in three areas,
mobile friendliness, accessibility and W3 requirement compliance. The main problem seems to be their
consistency. A particular area of focus of the system seems to be its installation process, which is very
impressive. The system can confidently claim (as it does) to have a superbly quick and simple installation
process. Its performance and speed and extensions are also impressive, and indeed outperform the other
systems. These successes are essentially irrelevant though, because of their failures in other areas. The W3
compliance area was particularly disappointing and frustrating. The system only failed on a total of 14 errors,
and this simply suggests laziness on the developer’s part, completely negating the professional standards
they have produced in the other areas. The system will perform well in general and most users will not
discover any problems. The systems lack of mobile friendliness, failure to comply with W3 standards and
general inflexibility means that the overall verdict on Wordpress though, is one of frustration. Despite these
failures, WordPress still managed to finish second in the table, somewhat justifying its position as market
leader.
Drupal finished fourth in the results but its performance was more consistent than these results
suggest. The problem is that the results are consistently average. The systems graphical user interface
proved popular with developers and standard users alike, but this was the only area the system really
excelled itself in. Mobile friendliness was disappointing, as was the area of W3 compliance, where the
systems CSS files failed on a total of 160 errors. The system performed well in accessibility, but this is
perhaps the reason for the poor W3 score, with enhanced CSS coding being harder to code efficiently.
Despite its failings the system offers a simple install, and has a lot of support both in house and in the wider
community. Its distinctly average performance though, means that there will always be better systems
available.
Joomla was the worst performing system of the five tested. Despite this, the system did have two
major areas of strength, namely accessibility and support, areas in which it was the best performing system.
The fact that there are 25 published books on the system is a good one, but perhaps indicates how difficult it
can be to make proper use of the system without this level of support. The system was the worst performing
system in no less than five areas, including performance and speed, installation and the graphical user
interface. All of these directly link in with how easy the system is to use, and it is therefore no surprise that
Joomla has been the worst performing system. The system will create simple sites with relative ease, but the

sheer size of the install, which is not justified by the sites features, means that it will never be a tool powerful
enough to sustain its place near the top of the market.
CMSmadesimple performed consistently well throughout the tests, only slightly losing out to
Silverstripe and WordPress. Like Silverstripe, the system was consistent in all areas, never scoring lower
than six out of ten, in fact. Areas of accessibility, security and W3 compliance were all areas of strength, as
was SEO in which the system scored 7.93 out of 10, the best of all the systems. Relatively speaking, the
system did not particularly disappoint in any areas, except support. There were no available books devoted
entirely to the system. It can be suggested that this is soon to change though, as the systems quality is such
that its popularity is likely to grow. Slightly outperformed by Silverstripe and WordPress, CMSmadesimple is
a very impressive system that can be used by all types of users, for all types of websites.

Critical Evaluation
The overall aim of this report has clearly been met. It has been possible, via the use of a clear scoring
system and accurate tests to identify the best content management system based upon the twelve areas of
criteria. A system has clearly been identified as the most efficient, and the successful completion of the
objectives originally set out has been invaluable in achieving this.
The first objective of completing a literature review has given the report some background
information, whilst supplying the author with a great deal of knowledge on the subject area that he did not
already have. The website plan, a selection of twelve key testing areas, has given the report excellent
structure, whilst forming the main research. The third objective (implement a prototype design) was
eventually changed a little. A prototype design was not used, but instead twelve areas tested in more
specific ways as outlined above. This initial thought pattern formed the foundations of the testing method
though. The final objective of the result analysis has been aided by a separate evaluation of the results
following each tested area. This has again provided the report with a superb structure, building upon the
reader’s knowledge and understanding throughout the discussion.
The above points have already outlined this a little, but the report structure is excellent, considering
the vast amounts of information there has been to include. Each section is clearly separated, with each
system’s own testing process clearly defined also.
This would be one of many aspects the author considers to have worked well regarding the process
of writing this report. Another aspect of the process considered to have worked well would be the clear
scoring system that has been used. It can clearly be seen how each system performed in each area. Not
only is the score out of ten for each system in each area clearly shown, but a graphical representation in the
form of a graph is also shown to further demonstrate the scores. The scores are backed up by the
information that precedes it, and so the scores are fully valid and justified.
The amount of available online validation checkers and validators is also another aspect of the report
writing process that has worked well. For mobile learning, there were many checkers available, and so this
was a great time saving resource. The checkers and validators used are also well reputed within the
industry, and so not only are they saving, they also provide the results with total validity. The author’s
decision to use two or more validators in certain testing areas has also helped with validity, with the tools
providing similar results, thus providing more proof and accuracy to the results.
Despite the overall success of the report, there are a few things that could have gone better. The
main issue faced was the lack of available literature based solely upon a comparison of content
management systems. This is demonstrated by the fact that only three of the mentioned sources are of this
type. This does have some positive implications though, in that most of this reports content can be

considered new and whilst not perhaps being ground breaking, does at least compare content management
systems in an amount of depth and accuracy that has not previously been completed.
Another issue faced is the actual length of the report. This ties in with the above point, in that the
information is not already freely available, and so it has been necessary to clearly discuss the results to give
an accurate discussion of the findings. Despite this, as has previously been mentioned, the information is all
clearly structured.
The approach towards this project has been a fairly direct one, in that the research has been almost
solely carried out in primary form, by the author. There were areas where extra research was needed
though. For example the research of Water & Stone has been extensively used, particularly within the
support section.
The process overall would not have ran nearly as successfully were it not for the authors use of
project planning and management. The project Gantt chart in particular was invaluable in following time
scales and keeping the project on track. This will be discussed in more detail a little later on in this report.
In general the process of writing this report has been extremely successful, certainly challenging but
most importantly, the process has been an interesting one.

Conclusions
This report has successfully been able to answer the academic question, and prove the other aim of
proving or disproving that the most popular content management systems are the best. Silverstripe has been
proven to be the most efficient content management system out of the five tested. Wordpress was
considered the most popular system, and this system only managed to rank third out of the five tested.
The report has also made a few other discoveries. A major point of interest would be that there is not
one system that is right for every website need. Some systems may be better for certain tasks, other
systems may be better for others. This is a point that has already been outlined in this report. If a users sole
need for a content management system is that they want it to be easy to install, they should choose
WordPress. However, if they want a system that is mobile friendly, they definitely shouldn’t choose
Wordpress.
The report has proven that picking a content management system to use can be a complex task, and
hopefully the reports twelve testing areas provide at least a starting point in helping to achieve this task.
Time constraints have meant that the author was only able to test and compare five different content
management systems. Whilst the systems chosen were all of different levels of popularity within the web
development field, a truly in depth study would involve testing many more systems against the same criteria.
Silverstripe has been chosen to be the best in this report, but this does not necessarily mean it is the best
system available.
Further research would therefore involve the analyzing of many more content management systems,
perhaps every single one from the Water and Stone paper. Only then could a fully accurate conclusion of the
best content management system be achieved.
This research would be carried out in exactly the same way as outlined extensively above, in the
interest of fairness, and also due to the success of this project. Lessons such as those outlined below have
all proved valuable and the author would recommend the following guidelines for any further research:
•

Create and strictly follow a project plan – Following a project plan has helped the author to
accurately keep track of the project progress, keep to deadlines and generally keep on top of
the large workload that this project has given.

•

Ensure your statements and expressions are backed up by facts and figures – The author has
been able to provide clear and concise discussions thanks to a clearly outlined scoring system,
and an extensive range of external sources.

•

Ensure you have knowledge in more than one programming language – Whilst the fact that all
of the systems used in this report are written in the php programming language was beneficial
in accurately comparing the five systems used, it might have added value to see how systems
written in other languages compared.
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